



A. Placement and Coordination
As a big industry, there are departments under the hotel industry that cannot
work and running by itself. The entire department should be work together to ensure
the guest satisfaction. One of the main departments in the hotel which is
Housekeeping department also should have a good relation with other departments.
As a housekeeper, writer felt that having a good relation with each departments of the
hotel really helps to ensure the perfect services provided to the guest. A simple
example, such:
1. Relation with Front Office Department
Front office is the department that most related with Housekeeping Department.
For example, from the writer’s experience as a Housekeeper in Grandkemang, both
Housekeeping and Front Office have a very intimate relation that ensure the guest
of Grandkemang provided with a perfect services, so the percentage of the
discrepancy room status is low, report the status of the room from the housekeeper
to the front office, the Front office provides information to housekeeping that there
are guests coming in / checking in immediately, so the supervisor will prepare a
room for the guest.
a. Check room discrepancy
b. Date room status
c. Cleaning back office
2. Relation with Maintenance/Engineering Department.
Housekeeping department should have good relation and communication with
Engineering Department. Have a proper relation with the Engineering will make
Housekeeper easier to maintain the hotel facilities work properly. For example,
while writer cleaning the guest room, there is a time when the ceiling lamp did not
work properly, but because the housekeeper has a good coordination with the
engineer staff, the ceiling lamp repaired in a short time.
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3. Relation with Laundry Division
The responsibility of laundry is to wash dirty clothes and deliver clean and fresh
linens to the guest as well as the other departments of hotels. Because, the laundry
has to supply clean linens to the housekeeping department time to time, in order to
run the operation smoothly both division should have a really good communication.
Also, the Housekeeping can ensure that the clean linen is issued to the guest rooms
perfectly.
B. Job Description
On 1th July 2019, writer started job as an intern of Housekeeping department in
Grandkemang. In that day, writer was informed all about the hotel knowledge
including all the general information of the hotel, and also informed the outline of the
entire task that will be writer jobs as an intern for next six month. For the first week,
the writer told to be an order taker under the supervisor of Ms. Lidya Rinni and Mr.
Andy as order taker personnel.
As an order taker, the writer in charge to take care of all the guest request and
also the mini bar and laundry bills that consume by the guests. It is quite challenging
to be an order taker but also a really good experience, writer should be really details
and careful while taking care of all the guests request, such as extra bed, extra water,
room cleaning services, and other request regarding their stay, since order taker is the
one who have a responsibilities to ensure the guest get what their request for.
After one full week experience learning as an order taker, writer was told to be
a runner in the hotel under the supervision of Housekeeping Supervisor in charge or
on duty. As runner, that is mean, writer should able to moves and work fast since the
runner’s main job is to ensure that the guest get all their request for in the right time.
For example, as a runner the writer was given job to take and drop of guest laundry
both from the linen to the guest rooms also from the guest room to the linen, drop off
iron, extra water, and others regarding on what the guests request for.
Writer had an opportunity to be in charge as a runner until the last day of
internship on 1st January 2020, because of this reason, writer got a lot of knowledge
and experience about how to bring an excellent services to the guest and ensure theirs
satisfaction was fulfilled that can be used by the writer later in the future.
